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Big Picture



SMPs for K-2
 I can try many times to understand & solve a math 

problem.
 I can think about the math problem in my head, first.
 I can make a plan, called a strategy, to solve the 

problem and discuss other students’ strategies too.

 I can use math symbols and numbers to solve the 
problem.

 I can use math tools, pictures, drawings, and objects 
to solve the problems.

 I can check to see if my strategy and calculations are 
correct.

 I can use what I already know about math to solve 
the problem.

 I can use a strategy that I used to solve another math 
problem.

Perseverance & Sense-making

Structure

Communicating reasoning

Big Picture



Big Picture

Work with +/- up to 10

Work with +/- up to 20

Work with +/- up to 1000



Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Representation in Math

Big Picture

10



Strategy vs. Algorithm
Big Picture

 K-3rd:  Students use strategies to add and 
subtract

 Purposeful manipulations that may be chosen for 
specific problems, may not have a fixed order, 
and may be aimed at converting one problem 
to another

 Special strategies that may not extend to all 
numbers

 End of 4th:  Students use standard algorithms to 
add and subtract

 A set of predefined steps applicable to a class of 
problems that gives the correct result in every 
case when the steps are carried out correctly.

 General method that extends to all numbers



What are some computation 
strategies that you use that 
would not be considered 
algorithms?

Big Picture
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Big Picture



Methods For Adding         8 + 6 = 14
Level 1
 Counting All 

Level 3 
 Convert to an 
Easier Equivalent 
Problem
(Make a Ten or
Doubles ±n)

Level 2
 Counting On

or

Big Picture



Methods For Subtracting       14 – 8 = 6
Level 1
 Taking Away

Level 3 
 Convert to an 
Easier Equivalent
Problem

Level 2
 Counting On

Big Picture



Addition/Subtraction Progression
Kindergarten:
 Solving +/-

problems 
within10 using 
objects or 
pictures

 Fluently +/- up to 
5

 Multiple 
representations 
of +/- primarily at 
the concrete 
level using a 
“counting all” 
strategy

1st Grade:
 Solving +/- 

problems within 
20 using mult. 
strategies

 Fluently +/- up to 
10

 +/- up to 100 
using place 
value

 Multiple 
strategies to +/- 
moving to a 
“counting on” 
strategy

2nd Grade:
 Solving +- problems 

within 1000 using 
objects, strategies, 
place value

 Fluently +/- up to 100 
using strategies

 Fluently from memory 
+/- up to 20

 +/- with re-grouping 
involved 
(compose/decompos
e)

 Multiple strategies to 
+/- moving to 
“converting to an 
easier problem” 
strategy

Adding/Subtracting



Addition/Subtraction Progression
Kindergarten:
 Solving +/- problems 

within10 using objects 
or pictures

 Fluently +/- up to 5
 Multiple 

representations of +/- 
primarily at the 
concrete level using a 
“counting all” strategy

1st Grade:
 Solving +/- 

problems 
within 20 
using mult. 
strategies

 Fluently +/- 
up to 10

 +/- up to 
100 using 
place value

 Multiple 
strategies to 
+/- moving 
to a 
“counting 
on” strategy

2nd Grade:
 Solving +- problems 

within 1000 using 
objects, strategies, 
place value

 Fluently +/- up to 
100 using strategies

 Fluently from 
memory +/- up to 
20

 +/- with re-grouping 
involved 
(compose/decom
pose)

 Multiple strategies 
to +/- moving to 
“converting to an 
easier problem” 
strategy

Kindergarten



Operations & Algebraic Thinking
Understand addition as putting together and 
adding to, and understand subtraction as taking 
apart and taking from.
 K.OA.1: Represent +/- with objects, fingers, 

mental images, drawings, sounds(e.g., claps), 
acting out situations, verbal explanations, 
expressions, or equations.

 K.OA.2:  Add or subtract whole numbers to 10 
(e.g., by using objects or drawings to solve word 
problems).

 K.OA.5:  Fluently add and subtract numbers up to 
5.

Kindergarten



Kindergarten

Understanding that the last 
number name said in counting 
tells the number of objects 
counted.

The number of objects is the 
same regardless of their 
arrangement or the order in 
which they are counted.

*Subitizing within 5

Let’s Look at the Building Blocks



Kindergarten
K.OA.1: Represent +/- with objects, fingers, 
mental images, drawings, sounds(e.g., 
claps), acting out situations, verbal 
explanations, expressions, or equations.



Kindergarten
K.OA.1: Represent +/- with objects, fingers, 
mental images, drawings, sounds(e.g., claps), 
acting out situations, verbal explanations, 
expressions, or equations.

Four plus three is seven.

  4 + 3 = 7  4 + 3



KindergartenFingers

Four    plus three    is            seven
  4          +   3      =             7

Addends on Separate Hands

Continuing Second Addend from First



What are some of your favorite 
ways to represent 
addition/subtraction with 
kindergarten?

Kindergarten



Kindergarten

Vocabulary

In general, use the term “total” instead 
of “sum”.  “Sum” sounds like “Some”, 
but  has the opposite meaning.

The terms “minuend” and “subtrahend” 
are not needed in K-2.



Kindergarten
Contextualized  Decontextualized
Students need to “mathematize” a real-
world situation.
Four people were at the table. Then my 
three cousins came.  How many people 
were at the table?

4 + 3 = ☐



Kindergarten
Progressions for Word Problems - K

1. Teacher & students act out each 
situation with actual objects.  Teacher 
says the addition or subtraction and 
writes the equation.

2. Each student solves w/fingers or objects. 
Some students say the addition and 
subtraction.  Teacher makes math 
drawings, writes equations, and 
summarizes.

3. Students make math drawings and write 
expressions or equations. Students tell 
stories for and solve +/- equations.



Kindergarten
Addition/Subtraction Situations - K

Alaska Standards for Mathematics - Mathematics Standards Glossary



Kindergarten
Addition Situations - K

Solution Steps
1. Count/draw two:  OO
2. Count/draw three more: OO  OOO
3. Count all of them: There are five.

Reasoning
2 + 3 = 5

Means: 
2 (then +3) becomes 5



Kindergarten
Addition Situations - K

Solution Steps
1. Count/draw three:  OOO
2. Count/draw two more: OOO  OO
3. Count all of them: There are 5.

Reasoning
3 + 2 = 5

Means: 
(3 + 2) is the same as 5



Kindergarten
Subtraction Situations - K

Solution Steps
1. Count/draw five:  OOOOO
2. Take away two: OOOOO
3. Count the rest: There are 3.

Reasoning
5 – 2 = 3

Means: 
5 (then - 2) becomes 3.

Result Unknown



Kindergarten
Subtraction Situations - K

Solution Steps
1. Count/draw five:  OOOOO
2. Separate into partners of 5.
O|OOOO, OO|OOO, OOO|OO,
OOOO|O

Reasoning
5 = 3 + 2

Means: 
5 is the same as 3 plus 2

Take Apart



Worksheets/Written Work
Kindergarten



What are some 
activities/games that would 
help reinforce 
addition/subtraction with “add 
to” situations?

Kindergarten

“put together” situations?
“take apart” situations?



Kindergarten

Key Prerequisite Learning for 1st Grade: 

Count forward beginning from a 
given number.

 Identify whether the number of 
objects in one group is greater 
than, less than, or equal to the 
number of objects in another group. 
Which is more? Which is less?

Compose/Decompose up to 10



Questions/Key take-aways for 
Kindergarten?

Kindergarten



Addition/Subtraction Progression
Kindergarten:
 Solving +/- 

problems 
within10 using 
objects or 
pictures

 Fluently +/- up 
to 5

 Multiple 
representation
s of +/- 
primarily at 
the concrete 
level using a 
“counting all” 
strategy

1st Grade:
 Solving +/- problems 

within 20 using mult. 
strategies

 Fluently +/- up to 10
 +/- up to 100 using place 

value
 Multiple strategies to +/- 

moving to a “counting 
on” strategy

2nd Grade:
 Solving +- problems 

within 1000 using 
objects, strategies, 
place value

 Fluently +/- up to 
100 using strategies

 Fluently from 
memory +/- up to 
20

 + up to four 2-digit 
numbers

 +/- with re-grouping 
involved 
(compose/decom
pose)

 Multiple strategies 
to +/- moving to 
“converting to an 
easier problem” 
strategy

1st Grade



Operations & Algebraic Thinking
 1.OA.6: Add & subtract numbers up to 20, 

demonstrating fluency for addition and 
subtraction up to 10.  Use strategies such as:
 counting on 
 making ten
 decomposing a number leading to a ten
 using the relationship between addition & 

subtraction, such as fact families
 creating equivalent but easier or known sums

1st Grade



Counting On
 All 1st graders need to move to “counting on” 

instead of only “counting all”.

 Students must shift back and forth between 
cardinal meaning (there are 8 things) and 
counting meaning.

 This will take a transition for some students.

1st Grade



Transitioning to Counting On
 After “counting all”, ask students what number they 

say when they count the last circle in the group of 8 
and whether they need to count all the objects or just 
start at 8. 

 When “counting all”, say the 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 very 
quickly, then slow down as you continue counting.

 Say “eiiiiiiigggghhhhttttt” slowly, then continue 
counting.

 Students can imagine that they have 8 objects in their 
hand, then continue counting the additional 6 
objects.

1st Grade



How do you help students 
transition to “counting on”?

1st Grade



Making Ten
1. Make a ten with the first 

addend by 
decomposing the 
second addend into the 
part that makes ten and 
the rest.

2. Find the partner in the 
second addend.

3. Add 10 and the partner 
you just found.

1st Grade

8     +      6

8 +     2 + 4
 10 + 4

14



Decomposing a # Leading to a Ten

1. Decompose the 13 to 
lead to a ten.

2. Find the partner to 4.
3. Subtract from 10.

1st Grade

13     - 4

13   -    3 - 1
 10 - 1

9



Using the Relationship between +/-

1st Grade

Fact Families
7 = 3 + 4
7 – 3 = 4
7 – 4 = 3



Using the Relationship between +/-

1st Grade

Students need to understand that subtracting is 
the same as finding an unknown addend.



Using the Relationship between +/-

1st Grade

Students need to understand that subtracting is 
the same as finding an unknown addend.

13 – 4 = �
I took away 4.

4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13

4 to 13 is 9, so
13 – 4 = 9

13 = 4 + �



Using the Relationship between +/-

1st Grade

Students need to understand that subtracting is 
the same as finding an unknown addend.

13 – 4 = �

I took away 4.

5

6 7 8
9

10 11
12

13

4 to 13 is 9, so
13 – 4 = 9

13 = 4 + �



Creating Equivalent/Easier/Known Sums

1st Grade

 Make a ten
 Doubles ± n

6   +    8 
  6   + 6 + 2

 12   + 2
 14



Methods For Adding         8 + 6 = 14
Level 1
 Counting All 

Level 3 
 Convert to an 
Easier Equivalent 
Problem
(Make a Ten or
Doubles ±n)

Level 2
 Counting On

or

Big Picture



1st Grade
Addition/Subtraction Situations – 1st

Alaska Standards for Mathematics - Mathematics Standards Glossary

“algebraic” problem subtypes



1st Grade
Addition  Situations – 1st

Paul had 9 
apples.  Then 
he picked 4 
more.  How 
many does he 
have now?

Paul had 9 
apples.  Then he 
picked some 
more.  Now he 
has 13 cherries.  
How many did he 
pick?

Paul had some 
apples.  Then 
he picked 4 
more.  Now he 
has 13 cherries.  
How many did 
he start with?

9 + 4 = 13

Means:
9 (then +4) 

9 + 4 = � 9 + � = 13� � + 4 = 13�



1st Grade
Addition/Subtraction Situations – 1st

Ivan put 9 
dimes and 4 
nickels in his 
pocket. How 
many coins did 
he put in her 
pocket?

Ivan put 13 
coins in his 
pocket.  9 are 
dimes and the 
rest are nickels. 
How many 
nickels are in his 
pocket?

Ivan has 13 
coins.  How 
many might be 
nickels and 
how many 
might be 
dimes?

9 + 4 = 13

Means:
(9 + 4) is 13 



1st Grade
Comparison +/- Situations – 1st

• The difference is not physically present.  It must be 
constructed in a representation.

• “more” and “less” can be confusing



1st Grade
Comparison +/- Situations – 1st

How many more apples 
does Lucy need to have as 
many as Julie?    (Equalizing)



1st Grade

7

How could you ask 
about this situation 
with a “fewer” 
version?



1st Grade

7

How many fewer marbles 
does Claire have than Sasha?



Key Extensions in 1st Grade
 Representing +/- with equations

 Seeing that each type of +/- problem has 3 
quantities.

 Working with all problem types & subtypes
 The total in an addition problem is alone on one 

side of the equals sign.
 The total in a subtraction problem is to the left of 

the subtraction sign.
 Situation equations vs. solution equations

1st Grade

8 + 4 = � 12 = 4 + � 12 - 4 = �

8 + 4 = �12 = 4 + �



Numbers and Operations Base Ten
Use place value understanding and properties of 
operations to add and subtract.
 1.NBT.4: Add using numbers up to 100 including 

adding a two-digit number and a one-digit number 
and adding a two-digit number and a multiple of 10.  
Use:
 concrete models or drawings and strategies based on 

place value
 properties of operations
 and/or relationship between addition & subtraction
Relate the strategy to a written method and explain the 
reasoning used.
Demonstrate in adding two-digit number, tens and tens are 
added, ones and ones are added, and sometimes it is 
necessary to compose a ten from ten ones.

1st Grade



   46
+ 37 

1st Grade

Counting On Strategy

   3   8

Starting from 46, 
count on 3 tens, 
then count on 7 
ones.



   46
+ 37 

1st Grade

General Method
Add tens and ones separately.

4 tens      6 ones

3 tens      7 ones
   3

   1

   8



1st Grade

General Method
Add tens and ones separately.

4 tens      6 ones

3 tens      7 ones

   46
+ 37 

   3
   1

   8



1st Grade

Subtracting 2-Digit #s – 1st 
 1.NBT.6: Subtract multiples of 10 up to 100. Use:

 Concrete models or drawings
 Strategies based on place value
 Properties of operations
 And/or the relationship between +/-
Relate the strategy to a written method and 
explain the reasoning used.



1st Grade

Subtracting 2-Digit #s – 1st 

50 – 20 
5 tens take away 2 tens



1st Grade

Questions/Key Take-Aways for 
1st Grade ?



Addition/Subtraction Progression
Kindergarten:
 Solving +/- 

problems 
within10 using 
objects or 
pictures

 Fluently +/- up 
to 5

 Multiple 
representation
s of +/- 
primarily at the 
concrete level 
using a 
“counting all” 
strategy

1st Grade:
 Solving +/- 

problems 
within 20 
using mult. 
strategies

 Fluently +/- 
up to 10

 +/- up to 100 
using place 
value

 Multiple 
strategies to 
+/- moving to 
a “counting 
on” strategy

2nd Grade:
 Solving +- problems within 

1000 using objects, 
strategies, place value

 Fluently +/- up to 100 using 
strategies

 Fluently from memory +/- 
up to 20

 + up to four 2-digit 
numbers

 +/- with re-grouping 
involved 
(compose/decompose)

 Multiple strategies to +/- 
moving to  “converting to 
an easier problem” 
strategy

2nd Grade



Operations and Algebraic Thinking
 2.OA.2: Fluently +/- using numbers up to 20 using 

mental strategies.  Know from memory all sums of 
two one-digit numbers.

2nd Grade

Fluency:  
• Accuracy
• Efficiency
• Flexibility

From Memory:  
• Just knowing
• Knowing from 

patterns
• Knowing from 

strategies



Understanding & Representing the Situation

2nd Grade



Representing Situations w/Equations

2nd Grade

5 + 7 = 12
7 + 5 = 12
12 – 5 = 7
12 – 7 = 5

12 = 5 + 7 
12 = 7 + 5
7 = 12 – 5
5 = 12 – 7Fa

ct
 F

am
ilie

s



Numbers and Operations Base Ten
Use place value understanding and properties of 
operations to add and subtract.
 2.NBT.5: Fluently +/- using numbers up to 100. Use:

 strategies based on place value
 properties of operations
 and/or the relationship between addition and 

subtraction.

2nd Grade



Strategies Based on Place Value

2nd Grade

58 + 36

   5 tens, 8 ones
+ 3 tens, 6 ones
  8 tens, 14 ones

10 ones + 4 ones
9 tens, 4 ones

   58 
+ 36

14

1

4
90
94    58 

+ 36
94

6



2nd Grade

What are some other ways to 
support place value strategies 

for students when +/-?



Numbers and Operations Base Ten - contd

Use place value understanding and properties of 
operations to add and subtract.
 2.NBT.7: +/- using numbers up to 1000. Use:

 Concrete models or drawings and strategies based 
on place value

 properties of operations
 and/or the relationship between addition and 

subtraction.

This could involve both composing/decomposing 
tens and composing/decomposing hundreds.

2nd Grade



3-Digit Addition/Subtraction – No Regrouping

2nd Grade

153 + 142

hundreds tens ones

351
241
592

+



Illustrative Mathematics



Illustrative Mathematics



3-Digit Addition/Subtraction - Regrouping

2nd Grade

   159
+ 187

   6
1

   4
1

   3



Other Special Strategies/General Methods
2nd Grade



2nd Grade

What are the pros/cons of 
using a structure such as this for 

2nd grade?



Subtracting 3-Digit Numbers
2nd Grade

346 - 159



Subtracting 3-Digit Numbers
2nd Grade

346 - 159



Other Special Strategies/General Methods
2nd Grade



Big Picture
Addition/Subtraction Situations

Alaska 
Mathematics 
Standards –
Glossary



Key Extensions in 2nd Grade
 For +/- numbers up to 100, rely on place value 

strategies with concrete models to support

 Work with +/- numbers up to 1000 with concrete 
models, drawing, and place value strategies.

 Work towards place value based, generalizable 
methods

2nd Grade



2nd Grade

Questions/Key Take-Aways for 
2nd Grade?




